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Negative atmosphere demo



As promised by Sun Scorched Studios last month, we have received official Real-Time Gameplay footage from the EGX REZZED Event Playable Demo for the Sci-fi survival horror game Unreal Engine 4 Negative Atmosphere. The following videos can be played in HD and even in 4K resolution!! Developers have
provided the following information along with this Gameplay Reveal:- This is a job for 5 months, and all content shown here does not represent the final product and is subject to change at any time. This video is a real time gameplay trailer for the EGX REZZED 2019 demo, played by over 1500 people last week at EGX
REZZED Tobacco Dock, London. We hope you enjoy and remember, your survival is impossible. SOCIAL: Our subreddit: ... Our patreon: ... Our Twitter: Our Dispute: This demo was seduced last month and we have created an article about it. Click here to read the article for more information. The original Teaser Trailer
reveals some enemies and has some insight into the game. Below is the original teaser if you haven't seen it. Click here for the original teaser article created by us. A brief description of the game: Negative Atmosphere is being developed using Unreal Engine 4 and has been developed for 5 months. This is a new IP
inspired by many sci-fi and non sci-fi horror games and 3rd person shooters. Set in the universe in the midst of the cold war, where AI has been achieved through the use of organic processing nuclei, you play as a 49-year-old former combat medic called Samuel Edwards, aboard the cargo ship and long-distance
transport TRH Rusanov, after a mysterious disease spreading throughout the ship causes all robots and personnel to mutate and defect into a horrific creature that insists on the destruction of all the organisms around them. You have to escape, fight your way through your former crew, rogue and sentient artificial
construction and environmental hazards Rusanov present. As you progress throughout the game, your mental state will deteriorate and hallucinations will enter The game has a limited ammo economy, dynamic level events - TBA-, an assortment of melee weaponry and projectiles, embattled or hacked drones and
robots, non-invasive stealth systems, zero-g motion, holographic world space UI - with ECG heart rate monitors on the back that change in speed and color as your health deteriorates, dynamic damage systems - your character changes visually with blood stains, scars, open wounds, cuts etc, as your health declines -
and much more to be revealed in the Developer demo that no release date has been set, with the project being in the pre-alpha stage, but the developer will issue a demo demo in 2019, with Kickstarter to follow shortly theretime This is a demo for the event, but we hope that the official public Steam Store Demo will be
released soon or at least sometime in Q3/Q4 2019. But the developers have been telling the truth in March, because now we have seen pre-alpha gameplay in real-time, which will hopefully increase further as development continues and more funds are obtained through Patreon and Kickstarter in the future. According to
the developer, the game is planned to be released on PC, Mac &amp;amp; Linux first and then depends on funding, releases on consoles and other platforms, so the more funds it gets, the closer it gets to console release! You can get more information about the game and also support game developers in Patreon
Thank you very much for reading this! To keep up to date on Negative Atmosphere and other news about horror games and movies like this, please support EHPodcasts by sharing this post, Liking our FaceBook page, subscribing to our YouTube channel, following us on Twitter, Instagram and listening to our podcasts,
now on many of the platforms provided below: FOLLOW OUR PODCASTPlease Bookmark our site or Set as Your Home Page:- Donate via PayPal to help noble cause promote horror genres &amp; indie horror creators:- SOCIAL MEDIA //twitter.com/EHPodcasts //pinterest.com/EHPodcasts LISTEN TO US ON
//bit.ly/EHPodcastYT //bit.ly/EHPAlexa //bit.ly/EHPStitcher //bit.ly/EHPTuneIn Stay Scary &amp; Support Indie Horror Horror! Liam Waddington gets hands on with Negative Atmosphere... During my one-day experience at EGX Rezzed 2019, I had the opportunity to play a variety of promising and unique titles. However,
one of the games that understands me best is the indie horror game project, Negative Atmosphere.It has been six years since the release of Dead Space 3, the hit survival franchise by Visceral Games, and since horror fans have requested the latest installment (including me). However, while Dead Space is lying off the
shelf at Electronic Arts, Negative Atmosphere could be the successor we've been waiting for. Negative Atmosphere is an indie third-person sci-fi survival horror game currently being developed independently by Sun Scorched Studios – a team of 20 people from around the world. The game is set in the middle of the cold
war, you play as Samuel Edwards, a former combat medic on board the transport ship, TRH Rusanov, in Mysterious diseases mutate robots and personnel into terrible creatures. Yes, there are clear comparisons with Dead Space with on-suit HUD elements, protagonist design, plot details of both similar games, and and
the design of the world is tightly narrow – but that's not necessarily a negative thing. Although, the gameplay pieces I played at EGX Rezzed represented several months of work, Negative Atmosphere showed great potential. In addition, the project was originally started by solo developer Calvin Parsons, but now he has
a small team and supporters in Patreon behind him. The demo itself begins with you on board trh rusanov. Samuel Edwards, walking down a cold, dimly lit corridor. Walls and floors were covered with large amounts of blood and gore, limbs and corpses scattered around - a sign with a red text reading, ironically,
'Welcome to Rusanov Med'. The atmosphere is heightened by overhead lights flickering on-and-off, except for the small sound of the engine, the dreaded silence seemingly looming over you, fearful for the first jump-scare. I pressed to the front of the corridor, only to find a well-placed submachine gun lying on the
ground. Turning to myself, a cleverly placed humanoid creature came out of the darkness towards me, making me jump back into my chair in genuine fear. I suddenly started running for my life, chased by this menacing creature. Next thing I know, there's some enemies swarming my position from every angle. In a panic,
I started punching everything in sight but his actions didn't work out. I'm dead. After a few attempts, I was surprised at how challenging and very merciless this demo really was. Although, there is no possible way to speak for a full game, but the level of nostalgia and emotion I felt while experiencing this five-minute demo
is reminiscent of playing the original Dead Space for the first time. Moreover, as much as I stated that the demo was truly terrifying, at this stage, negative atmospheres did not quite capture the constant and overwhelming fear that Dead Space managed to simulate – at least for the first two titles. You can check out the
gameplay demo for yourself here... ��Ex7ekUHow to play Negative Atmosphere? The game has the same third-person look as the over-the-shoulder signatures seen in the Dead Space trilogy. The fight is the same as using firearms and melee attacks including Isaac Clarke's memorable stomp. Similarly, for Dead
Space, melee attacks feel pretty useless because they take a lot of time to achieve and don't do much damage to the enemy crowd. In the demo, there is only one weapon available – the submachine gun – so I can't talk about whether there are various firearms in the full version of the game. However, one major
difference is that you don't have to be intentional Negative atmosphere because you don't have to hack into limbs to defeat the creatures. Another major difference I have noticed is that HUD is more detailed in Negative Negatives – a mixture of Dead Space and Resident Evil. Holographic HUD still appears on the back of
Samuel's suit like Clarke's clothes, but the health bar is shown as a heart rate monitor with a health descriptor - clearly inspired by how Resident Evil displays their health bar on the menu. Sun Scorched Studios is currently using Patreon to fund ongoing development. However, during discussions with developers, they
stated, our plan is to release an hour-long demo by the end of 2019/early 2020 and launch Kickstarter at the same time. We want to show people what we create so they can really understand what we're about before deciding that we're worth the investment. Depending on the success, we will then begin working on
creating a full game for release in 2021/2022 prospectively. Developers aim to release games on PC, Mac and Linux first, with the possibility of releasing consoles if funding targets are met. If you're interested, you can keep up to date with the game by visiting the official website that has links to the team's Twitter,
Subreddit and YouTube channels. Liam Waddington created Negative AtmosphereSelect the support membership level of this project and get more rewards than the previous level. Includes: Exclusive r/NegativeAtmosphere subreddit talent, Mega Dispute Patron roles, and Patron dedicated channel access, Behind The
Scenes screenshots, Eternal Thanks &amp; Your Name In Credit Includes Disputes BenefitsSupport this project and get more rewards than the previous level. Includes: Exclusive r/NegativeAtmosphere subreddit talent, Discord Ultra Patron roles and Patron dedicated channel access, Behind the Scenes devlog &amp;
monthly screenshots, Thank You Eternal &amp;amp; Your Name In Credit Includes Disputes BenefitsSupport this project and get more rewards than the previous level. Includes: Exclusive r/NegativeAtmosphere subreddit talent, Patron Discord Zealot roles and Patron dedicated channel access, Behind The Scenes
monthly devlog and screenshots, Early access to development demos, and playable builds. &amp;Eternal Thank You; Your Name In Credit Includes The Benefits of DisputeAbout After the vacancy of TRH Rusanov, a terrible and mysterious virus has begun to spread, infecting humans and machines. Chief Medical
Officer Samuel Edwards, a former veteran military paramedic, had to fight tooth &amp; nail to survive the widespread horrors on board with the help of several survivors &amp; AI: SIERRA ship. When death skyrocketed and the ship became infriendly; Relationships are deteriorating, resources are running low. Edwards
had to traverse the length of Rusanov, escape from twisted monstrosities, crazy drones and Ruthless security, all in the hope of a way out. Survival is impossible and escape seems impossible. Through desperation, grit and survival instincts, Edwards had to find redemption for sins and survival of this new hell in the cold
emptiness of space. FORGED WITH UNREAL ENGINE 4.Who are we? We are Sunscorched Studios Ltd., a team of passionate and dedicated indie developers from all over the world. 10+ strong teams with a strong love of video games and horror, and skills and drive to deliver on our promises. Why Patreon? It started
out as a one-person project and has evolved into a project that is being developed by an officially established 10+ strong studio. We need your support to pay for the various members of our team and purchase the software and licenses needed to develop the demo, so we can reach Kickstarter or a publisher and build a
complete game. What are you going to do with my protection? The plan is to use Patreon's funding in addition to our own private funds to build vertical pieces of the game/demo, which will be used to launch Kickstarter or to pitch to publishers. This will allow us to complete and submit the completed 7+ hours game, with
polish level and AA details. Your Patreon funding will help us get there. When we reach the crowdfunding stage or secure publishers those who subscribe to Patreon will automatically receive a copy of the game and an equivalent level of appointment on Kickstarter (if we do), only to become patrons. When is the
&amp;release date; what platform to use? No release date has been set, with the project being in a pre-alpha stage, but we aim for constant updates and teasing. What do I get from donating? If you are interested in donating, we thank you and we will post interesting and exclusive content here at least twice a month,
including things like: Exclusive access to custom Talent drama testing demos on Reddit projects and dispute servers Behind the scenes recordings and access your name on the CreditsGallery:If you would like to discuss this project with us or let us know about your ideas, please join our Discord or our Subreddit.  We
visited our website: Finally, if you would like to see more of this project before your decision, visit our Youtube Channel so you can see our own progress. If you have any further questions, please feel free to join our Disputes and message or post them on Subreddit. Thank you for your support!-Sunscorched Studios
LtdUnlock 4 exclusive postConnect via private messageRecent post by Sunscorched Studios Ltd Ltd Ltd Ltd Ltd.
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